Chapter 2- Developmental Congenital, and Childhood Diseases and Disorders
**Across**
4. gestation with failure of the cephalic aspect of the neural tube to close
8. death of tissue
9. drug or treatment that reduces or relieves fever
13. uncoordinated gait associated with pathology of the central nervous system
14. removal of amniotic fluid from the amniotic sac for testing
16. surgical or pathological connection between two vessels or tubular structures
18. decreased blood volume
19. narrowing of an opening
21. progressive degenerative disorder causing weakening of tissue

**Down**
1. nearsightedness
2. fainting, light-headedness
3. describing enlargement of an organ or structure
4. absence of blue appearance of skin or mucous membrane
5. increased cerebrospinal fluid around the brain
6. operation to open the trachea
7. destruction of red blood cells with the release of hemoglobin
10. labored or difficulty breathing
11. delivered through the skin
12. referring to a uterus that has two horns or horn-shaped branches
15. difficulty in speaking, usually caused by a lesion in the central nervous system
17. after childbirth
20. rapid and shallow respirations